APPEAL TO THE JAPANESE

WOMEN’S ASSOCIATIONS IN
FOSTERING DEFENSE STAMPS

Claims 25 Cents, 50 Cents Or $1.00 Should Be

Beloved Family and

Sakamai: We should be honored

underestimating the amount of
cash or stamps that they get after
increases, he and she would never
be interested in stamps as long as
they kept pace with inflation.

Sales of defense stamps
now exist. To some extent, they
hold true in this instant. If the
people are to economize and
scrape out a little bit a month to
serve the country. To say is easier
than to do. Millions have resolved
the best possible method of clear-
ing up the economic strain
in such times.

Of course, a tax on stamps should be
appropriately added to the economic strain
of the war and this fact evidenced in pre-
paratory 25 cents and it is not an
impo.

POPULATION OF BIG ILe.

10,830

CHANG'S BEST

ARMY DEFEND IS LET DOWN

HEAVY ARTS SAID TO HAVE ENGAGED WITH JAPANESE
POWERS ONLY IN BITE-
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No Fuel Waste Here, Mr. Ickes!

'Mrs. America'
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The strongest earthquake since 1929 occurred in September 25, at 7:19 a.m. The epicenter was 15.0 miles distant from the Observatory and has been tentatively located 5.0 miles deep on the east flank of Mauna Loa. 5.5 miles NE of the Kawaihae Ranch House and about 4 miles NW of Paahala. All Observatory seismographs were damaged including the Hilo-Keauhou seismograph on Maui. The quake was felt sharply over the whole island of Hawaii and by some persons in Honolulu. Several thousands of dollars damage was done at and near Pahala. Several road walls cracked and shoulders filled. Furniture was overturned, dishes broken and some persons were injured in flight from their homes. Pharmacies and package goods were smashed in falling from shelves at Pahala. Fences and a few windows and pipe connections were broken. Several dry stone walls on the Kapapala Ranch were thrown down in part. Landslides were caused in Halemaumau which produced large floods that flowed to rise above the sea.

The earthquake of September 25 caused a weak, which opened very quietly to close with a local seismic index of 3.2. A total of 5.5 millimeters of motion of the ground was light.

The observations for September 25 and 2 minutes continuous tremor commenced at 2:39 p.m., September 23 and at 7:00 p.m., September 26. Immediately followed the earthquake of September 25, at 7:19 a.m., the first recorded tremor at the Haleakala seismograph on Maui. The quake was felt sharply over the whole island of Hawaii and by some persons in Honolulu. The quake was felt sharply over the whole island of Hawaii and by some persons in Honolulu. Several thousands of dollars damage was done at and near Pahala. Several road walls cracked and shoulders filled. Furniture was overturned, dishes broken and some persons were injured in flight from their homes. Pharmacies and package goods were smashed in falling from shelves at Pahala. Fences and a few windows and pipe connections were broken. Several dry stone walls on the Kapapala Ranch were thrown down in part. Landslides were caused in Halemaumau which produced large floods that flowed to rise above the sea.

The earthquake of September 25 caused a weak, which opened very quietly to close with a local seismic index of 3.2. A total of 5.5 millimeters of motion of the ground was light.
The Hawaii Mainichi
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The Honolulu Bears who are composed of mostly former

in their initial

H RN 115 Pound Loop Opens Hilo’s Gridiron Season

Commercial, Business Cage Loops Call Meeting

FAREWELL TO FISTICUFFS

Dairyman to Play

Lincoln Today

Weather permitting, the annual round robin and possibly the league championship of the 14-member softball league will have been op­

ended in the proposed match be­

between the Lincoln, handling by Joe Nakahara and Gardner Brown; and Miss Eleanor Smith’s Dairy­
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B U T  H E ’ L L  G I V E  O R D E R S
Held on Unemployment Insurance Fraud Charge

These four men, charged in Los Angeles, where they were returned from Canada, are accused of stealing from both state and unemployment insurance money through use of fictitious employers. From left, H. C. E. Lewis, Jr., John A. Mass, W. S. Elliott, and W. J. Draper, and Sitwell, are shown in court and before Judge.
すみず突撃で沖州九艦水潜16号伊

皇軍、鶴州十町に肉薄

敵兵力十二万

重慶攻大狼狽

徐永昌急派

太平洋岸に新設

米軍戦場工場

布哇毎日
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